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Foreword

As guardians of public resources, it is the obligation of every public sector organisation in the UK to ight fraud and 

corruption. Taking effective measures in counter fraud amounts to much more than simply saving money, as illegitimate 

activities can undermine the public trust, the very social licence, which is essential to the ability of organisations to 

operate effectively.

The CIPFA Fraud and Corruption Tracker (CFaCT) survey aims to help organisations, and the public at large, better 

understand the volume and type of fraudulent activity in the UK and the actions which are being taken to combat it.

With support from the National Audit Ofice (NAO), the National Crime Agency (NCA) and the Local Government 

Association (LGA), these insights relect the current concerns of fraud practitioners from local authorities in a bid to 

create a focus on trends and emerging risks.

Key indings this year, such as the continued perception of procurement as the area at most susceptible to fraud, and the 

growing cost of business rates fraud, should help councils allocate resources appropriately to counter such activity.

For this reason, the 2018 CFaCT survey should be essential reading for all local authorities as part of their ongoing 

risk management activity. It provides a clear picture of the fraud landscape today for elected members, the executive 

and the professionals responsible for countering fraud, helping their organisations benchmark their activities against 

counterparts in the wider public sector.

When councils take effective counter fraud measures they are rebuilding public trust, and ensuring our increasingly 

scarce funds are being used effectively to deliver services. 

 

 

Rob Whiteman 

Chief Executive, CIPFA

The survey was supported by: 
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The CIPFA Counter Fraud Centre 

The CIPFA Counter Fraud Centre (CCFC), launched in July 2014, was created to ill the gap in the UK counter fraud arena 

following the closure of the National Fraud Authority (NFA) and the Audit Commission. Building on CIPFA’s 130-year 

history of championing excellence in public inance management, we offer training and a range of products and services 

to help organisations detect, prevent and recover fraud losses.

We lead on the national counter fraud and anti-corruption strategy for local government, Fighting Fraud and Corruption 

Locally, and were named in the government’s Anti-Corruption Plan (2014) as having a key role to play in combatting 

corruption, both within the UK and abroad. 
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Introduction

CIPFA recognises that each pound lost to fraud represents a loss to the public purse and reduces 

the ability of the public sector to provide services to people who need them. According to the 

Annual Fraud Indicator 2013, which provides the last set of government sanctioned estimates, 

fraud costs the public sector at least £20.6bn annually and of this total, £2.1bn is speciically in 

local government.

Fraud continues to pose a major inancial threat to local 

authorities and working with partners such as the LGA 

and Home Ofice, we are seeing an emerging picture of 

resilience and innovation within a sector that is aware 

of the dificulties it faces and is inding solutions to 

the challenges. 

In May 2018, CIPFA conducted its fourth annual CFaCT 

survey, drawing on the experiences of practitioners and 

the support and expertise of key stakeholders to show 

the changing shape of the fraud landscape. This survey 

aims to create a national picture of the amount, and 

types of fraud carried out against local authorities.

The results were received from local authorities in all 

regions in the UK, allowing CIPFA to estimate the total 

igures for fraud across England, Scotland, Wales and 

Northern Ireland.

Response rate
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This report highlights the following:

 � the types of fraud identiied in the 2017/18 

CFaCT survey

 � the value of fraud prevented and detected in 2017/18

 � how to improve the public sector budget through 

counter fraud and prevention activities

 � how the fraud and corruption landscape is changing 

including emerging risks and threats. 
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Executive summary

CIPFA has estimated that for local authorities in the UK, the total value of fraud detected 

or prevented in 2017/18 is £302m, which is less than the £336m estimated in 2016/17. The 

average value per fraud has also reduced from £4,500 in 2016/17 to £3,600 in 2017/18.

Respondents report that approximately 80,000 frauds 

had been detected or prevented in 2017/18, which is a 

slight increase from just over 75,000 frauds in 2016/17. 

The number of serious and organised crime cases, 

however, has doubled since 2016/17. This increase may 

suggest that fraud attacks are becoming more complex 

and sophisticated due to fraud teams becoming more 

effective at prevention. Alternatively, fraud teams may 

have developed a more effective approach for detecting 

or preventing such frauds. 

Estimated value of fraud detected/prevented

Housing fraud

71.4%

Business rates

3.4%

Council tax fraud

8.7%

Other types of fraud

14%

Disabled parking concession

2.4%

The largest growing 

area is business 

rate fraud

£4.3m

2016/17

£10.4m

2017/18
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Detected fraud by estimated volume

Council tax fraud

70%

Disabled parking concession

17.8%

Business rates

1.7%

Housing fraud

5.7%

Other types of fraud

4.9%

For 2017/18, it has been highlighted that the three 

greatest areas of perceived fraud risk are procurement, 

council tax single person discount (SPD) and adult 

social care.

The largest growing area is business rates fraud, with an 

estimated £10.4m lost in 2017/18 compared to £4.3m in 

2016/17. This is followed by disabled parking concession 

(Blue Badge) which has increased by £3m to an 

estimated value of £7.3m for cases prevented/detected 

in 2017/18. 

Two thirds of identiied frauds related to council tax 

fraud (66%), with a value of £9.8m, while the highest 

value detected/prevented from investigations was 

housing fraud, totalling £97.4m. 

None of the respondents reported any issues with 

needing greater public support for tackling fraud, but 

some agreed that there needs to be an increased priority 

given within councils to tackling fraud.

Historically, it is shown that the more effective and 

eficient authorities are at detecting and preventing 

fraud, the more they will discover. This means that even 

if the levels of detection and prevention have increased, 

this is more likely due to a greater emphasis towards 

battling fraud rather than weak controls.
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Council tax

Council tax fraud has consistently been the largest 

reported issue over the last four years. As the revenue 

forms part of the income for local authorities, there 

is a clear correlation between council tax fraud and a 

reduction in the available budget.

It has traditionally been an area of high volume/low unit 

value, and this year’s results relect that trend. Council 

tax fraud represents the highest number of fraud cases 

reported by local authorities (66%), however, the total 

value of the fraud, estimated at £26.3m in 2017/18, 

accounts for only 8.7% of the value of all detected fraud. 

The number of detected/prevented cases in the area of 

council tax SPD has reduced from 2016/17 levels, but we 

see a rise in the number of incidents and value in council 

tax reduction (CTR) and other forms of council tax fraud.

E s t i m a t e d  c o u n c i l  t a x  f r a u d  

2016/ 17 2017/ 18

V o l u m e V a l u e V o l u m e V a l u e

SPD 50,136 £19.5m 46,278 £15.8m

CTR 6,326 £4.8m 8,759 £6.1m

Other 674 £1.1m 2,857 £4.5m

T o t a l 57, 136 £25.5m 57,894 £26.3m

Main types of fraud 

The 2017/18 CFaCT survey indicates that there are four main types of fraud (by volume) that 

affect local authorities:  

1. council tax 

2. housing 

3 disabled parking (Blue Badge)

4. business rates.

Council tax fraud represents the highest number of fraud 

cases reported, but only 8.7% of the detected value.
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Housing and tenancy fraud

Housing is expensive in many parts of the country, 

particularly in the South East of England, and therefore 

a low number of cases produces a high value in terms 

of fraud. However, councils record the income lost to 

housing fraud using different valuations, ranging from a 

notional cost of replacing a property set by the National 

Fraud Initiative (NFI) to the average cost for keeping a 

family in bed and breakfast accommodation for a year.

The difference in approach can lead to substantial 

differences. For example, two years ago, the NFI 

increased its standard notional igure to include other 

elements, and this increased the igure to £93,000, 

which is substantially larger than the previous igure 

of £18,000. This means that authorities may be using 

differing notional igures to calculate their average 

valuation of loss, which in turn leads to variations.

As housing has become increasingly expensive, the value 

of right to buy fraud is evidently higher than the other 

types of housing fraud. The value of this type of fraud is 

higher in London than in other parts of the country, with 

an estimated average of £72,000 per case compared to 

the rest of the UK combined, which has an estimated 

total of £50,000 per case.

Disability Faculty Grant and housing fraud

Ms C used her disabled child as a means of requesting money from the local authority to it a downstairs bathroom 

in their home. This request was rejected but Ms C appealed and the matter was taken to court where it was revealed 

that she owned multiple properties and was actually living in a different county, where she was also claiming 

disability beneits. The appeal was denied and Ms C was instructed to pay over £16,000 in court costs within half 

a year.

However, the overall value and value of right to buy fraud 

has continued to decline – see table below. 

Estimated housing fraud 

Type of 

fraud

2016/17 2017/18

Volume Value Volume Value

Right  

to buy
1,284 £111.6m 1,518 £92.0m

Illegal 

sublet
1,829 £78.5m 1,051 £55.8m

Other* 2,825 £73.3m 2,164 £68.3m

Total 5,938 £263.4m 4,733 £216.1m

*Other includes tenancy fraud that are neither right to buy nor 

illegal sublet, and may include succession and false applications.

Since 2016/2017, right to buy 

value has decreased by 

18%
£216m 
the estimated total value loss 

from housing fraud investigated 

during 2017/18
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Disabled parking (Blue Badge) 

Fraud from the misuse of the Blue Badge scheme has 

increased for the irst time since CIPFA began running 

the survey, with the number of cases rising by over 1,000 

between 2016/17 and 2017/18. The survey also indicates 

that 49% of Blue Badge fraud cases in 2017/18 were 

reported by counties. 

There is no standard way to calculate the value of this 

type of fraud and some authorities, for example in 

London, place a higher value on the loss than others and 

invest more in counter fraud resource. 

The cost of parking in London results in a higher value to 

case ratio, which is shown in the average value per case 

reported – £2,150 in comparison to counties who had an 

average of £449 per case.

In the event that a Blue Badge misuse is identiied, the 

offender is often prosecuted and ined (which is paid 

to the court). Costs are awarded to the prosecuting 

authority but these may not meet the full cost of the 

investigation and prosecution, resulting in a loss of 

funds. This potential loss could explain why authorities 

do not focus as much attention on this type of fraud. 

Blue Badge fraud is often an indicator of other beneit-

related frauds, such as concessionary travel or claims 

against deceased individuals by care homes for adult 

social care.

 

49% 
of Blue Badge fraud cases in 

2017/18 were reported by counties

The average value per 

case reported is:

£2,150
in London 

£449
in counties

Business rates 

Business rates are a key cost for those who have to pay 

the tax and is the largest growing risk area in 2017/18; 

district councils have identiied this as their fourth 

biggest fraud risk area for 2017/18 after housing fraud, 

council tax and procurement. 

Business rates fraud represented 0.9% of the total 

number of frauds reported in 2016/17, with an estimated

Data matching uncovers business rates fraud

The fraud team at Salford City Council undertook a business rates data matching exercise with GeoPlace. They used 

geographical mapping and other datasets to identify businesses that were not on the ratings list and were hard to 

ind. The results identiied seven potential business and the cases were sent to the Valuation Ofice Agency. Of the 

three returned to date, one attracted small business rate relief and rates on the other two were backdated to 2015, 

generating a bill of £90,000.

value of £7m. In 2017/18, this increased to 1.7%, with an 

estimated value of £10.4m.

The rise in the number and value of fraud detected/

prevented since 2016/17 could be as a result of more 

authorities participating in business rates data matching 

activities, uncovering more cases of fraud that had 

previously gone unnoticed.
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Other types of fraud

Fraud covers a substantial number of areas and within organisations these can vary in 

importance. This part of the report looks at speciic areas of fraud that did not appear as major 

types of fraud within the national picture but are important to individual organisations. These 

include the following fraud types:

 � adult social care

 � insurance

 � procurement 

 � no recourse to public funds/welfare assistance 

 � payroll, recruitment, expenses and pension

 � economic and voluntary sector support and debt 

 � mandate fraud and manipulation of data. 

Adult social care

The estimated value of adult social care fraud cases has 

increased by 21%, despite a fall in the average value 

per case – £9,000 in 2017/18 compared to £12,500 in 

2016/17. This is a product of the signiicant rise in the 

number of frauds within adult social care which are 

not related to personal budgets. In recent years, many 

local authorities have funded training and introduced 

robust controls to mitigate the risk of fraud within 

personal budgets, which has resulted in a reduction of 

the estimated value per case to under £9,800 in 2017/18 

compared to over £10,000 in 2016/17.

This year’s survey also highlights a decline in the 

number of adult social care insider fraud cases, with 2% 

of cases involving an authority employee, compared to 

5% last year.

Estimated adult social care fraud

Type of 

fraud

2016/17 2017/18

Volume Value Volume Value

Personal 

budget
264 £2.7m 334 £3.2m

Other 182 £2.8m 403 £3.5m

Total 446 £5.5m 737 £6.7m

Average value 

per fraud
£12,462 £9,123
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Insurance fraud 

The number of insurance frauds investigated has 

decreased to 117 with an average value of over £12,000, 

which explains the signiicant decline also in the total 

value of fraud detected/prevented. The total estimated 

value of loss in 2017/18 is £3.5m compared to £5.1m 

in 2016/17. 

Respondents who identiied insurance fraud also 

reported two conirmed serious and organised crime 

cases and two insider fraud cases. 

Considerable work has been done in the area of 

insurance fraud, and insurance companies are working 

with organisations to develop new ways to identify 

fraud and abuse within the system, which seems to be 

effective given the steady decline in volume and value of 

cases reported. 

The Insurance Fraud Bureau was one of the irst to use 

a data analytical tool to identify fraud loss through 

multiple data sources in the insurance sector. This best 

practice is now being applied to local government, for 

example by the London Counter Fraud Hub, which is 

being delivered by CIPFA.

Procurement fraud

In last year’s survey procurement was seen as one of the 

greatest areas of fraud risk and this remains the same 

for 2017/18. 

Procurement fraud takes place in a constantly changing 

environment and can occur anywhere throughout the 

procurement cycle. There can be signiicant dificulties 

in measuring the value of procurement fraud since 

it is seldom the total value of the contract but an 

element of the contract involved. The value of the loss, 

especially post award, can be as hard to measure but 

equally signiicant.

In 2016/17, there was an estimated 197 prevented or 

detected procurement frauds with an estimated value 

of £6.2m, which has now decreased to 142 estimated 

fraudulent cases with an estimated value of £5.2m. 

Twenty-ive percent of reported cases were insider fraud 

and a further 20% were serious and organised crime.

Estimated procurement fraud

2016/17 2017/18

Volume Value Volume Value

197 £6.2m 142 £5.2m

CIPFA is working with the Ministry of Housing, 

Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) in an effort 

to understand more about procurement fraud and how 

we can develop more solutions in this area. 

The Fighting Fraud and Corruption Locally Strategy 2016 

to 2019 (FFCL) recommends that local authorities have 

a procurement fraud map and use it to deine the stages 

at which procurement fraud can happen. This enables 

authorities to highlight low, medium and high potential 

risks and inform risk awareness training for the future.

The Competition and Markets Authority has produced 

a free online tool that studies the data fed in against 

bidder behaviour and price patterns, allowing the 

public sector to identify areas of higher risk within 

procurement. It then lags areas where there could be 

potential fraud and which should be investigated.  

Welfare assistance and no recourse 

to public funds 

In 2016/17 the estimated number of fraud cases related 

to welfare assistance was 74, increasing to an estimated 

109 in 2017/18. 

The number of cases in no recourse to public funding 

cases has reduced to an estimated 334 in 2017/18. The 

value of the average fraud has more than halved, falling 

to an estimated £11,500 in 2017/18 from £28,100 in 

2016/17. This is relected by the overall decrease in total 

value of the fraud to an estimated £4.3m.

https://www.cipfa.org/services/counter-fraud-centre/fighting-fraud-and-corruption-locally
https://www.cipfa.org/services/counter-fraud-centre/fighting-fraud-and-corruption-locally
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/screening-for-cartels-tool-for-procurers
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Economic and voluntary sector 

(grant fraud) and debt 

As funds become more limited for this type of support, 

it is even more important for fraud teams to be aware of 

the risks within this area. 

In the 2016/17 survey, there were 17 actual cases of 

grant fraud reported, which increased to 24 cases with an 

average estimated loss of £14,000 per case for 2017/18. 

Debt had 38 reported cases in 2017/18 valued at over 

£150,000, with one case of insider fraud. 

Payroll, expenses, recruitment 

and pension 

If we combine all the estimated results for these 

four areas, the total value of the fraud loss is an 

estimated £2.1m. 

Measuring the cost of these frauds can be quite 

dificult as they carry implications that include 

reputational damage, the costs of further recruitment 

and investigations into the motives behind the fraud. 

As a result, some organisations could be less likely to 

investigate or report investigations in these areas. 

Payroll has the highest volume and value of fraud out 

of these four areas for 2017/18, and 51% of the cases 

investigated or prevented were reported as insider fraud.

Recruitment fraud has the second highest estimated 

average per case of £9,400. This is quite an interesting 

area for fraud practitioners given their work is often 

not recorded as a monetary value as the application 

is refused or withdrawn. So, it is more likely the igure 

represents the estimated cases of fraud that were 

prevented in 2017/18.

Estimated fraud

2016/17 2017/18

Type Volume Value Volume Value

Payroll 248 £1.0m 167 £1.01m

Expenses 75 £0.1m 34 £0.03m

Recruitment 46 £0.2m 52 £0.49m

Pension 228 £0.8m 164 £0.57m

Total 597 £2.1m 417 £2.10m

Manipulation of data (inancial or  

non-inancial) and mandate fraud 

CIPFA estimates that across the UK there have been 

23 cases of manipulation of data fraud, which is less 

than half of the estimated cases in 2016/17. 

There were 257 estimated cases of mandate fraud in 

2017/18 compared to 325 estimated cases detected or 

prevented in 2016/17. 

These areas of fraudulent activity are on the decline and 

advice from organisations such as Action Fraud is useful.
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Serious and organised crime

The survey question on serious and organised crime was requested by the Home Ofice and 

was included in the 2017/18 survey in order to help establish how it is being tackled by 

local authorities.

Organised crime often involves complicated and  

large-scale fraudulent activities which cross more 

than one boundary, such as payroll, mandate fraud, 

insurance claims, business rates and procurement. These 

activities demand considerable resources to investigate 

and require organisations to co-operate in order to 

successfully bring criminals to justice.

The 2017/18 survey identiied 56 cases of serious and 

organised crime which was over double the igures 

reported in 2016/17 – 93% of these cases were reported 

by respondents from metropolitan unitaries. This shows 

that in the bigger conurbations, there is higher serious 

and organised crime activity (as one would expect) which 

is why some of the emerging counter fraud hubs are 

using predictive analytics to detect organised crime.

The responses indicate that organisations share a great 

deal of data both internally and externally – 34% share 

with the police and 16% share with similar organisations 

(peers). In addition, of the organisations that responded, 

47% identiied serious and organised crime risks within 

their organisation’s risk register. 

   

93%
the percentage of respondents who 

share data externally

Key data sharing partners 

are the police and other 

similar organisations.

Whistleblowing

This year, 74% of respondents said that they annually reviewed their whistleblowing 

arrangements in line with PAS 1998:2008 Whistleblowing Arrangements Code of Practice. 

Of those questioned, 87% conirmed that staff and 

the public had access to a helpdesk and 71% said 

that the helpline conformed to the BS PAS 1998:2008. 

Respondents reported a total of 560 whistleblowing 

cases, made in line with BS PAS 1998:2008; representing 

disclosures in all areas, not just with regard to suspected 

fraudulent behaviour.

https://shop.bsigroup.com/forms/PASs/PAS-1998/
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Resources and structure 

Fraud teams are detecting and preventing more frauds despite reductions in their resources. 

It is therefore unsurprising to see 14% of respondents have a shared services structure; this 

approach has gained popularity in some areas as a method of allowing smaller organisations to 

provide a service that is both resilient and cost effective.

We have also seen a rise in authorities who have a 

dedicated counter fraud team – from 35% in 2016/17 

to 51% in 2017/18. It is worth noting that there may 

be a potential bias in this igure as those who have a 

dedicated counter fraud team are more likely and able to 

return data for the CFaCT survey.

For organisations that do not go down the shared service 

route, the 2017/18 survey showed no growth in staff 

resources until 2020. This position would appear to be a 

change from 2016 when some respondents had hoped to 

increase their staff numbers. 

The number of available in-house qualiied inancial 

investigators has dipped slightly from 34% in 2016/17 

to 31% in 2017/18. In addition, the percentage of 

authorities that do not have a qualiied inancial 

investigator increased from 35% in 2016/17 to 41% in 

2017/18, which continues to show that resources for 

fraud are stretched.

Sanctions

Below are some of the key indings regarding sanctions: 

 � 636 prosecutions were completed in 2017/18 and of these, 15 were involved in insider fraud 

and 14 of those were found guilty

 � the number of cautions increased from 9% in 2016/17 to 13% in 2017/18

 � the percentage of other sanctions dropped from 53% in 2016/17 to 46% in 2017/18.

 

Outcome of sanctions

Prosecutions

25%

Cautions

13%

Other 

sanctions 

46%

Disciplinary

outcomes

16%

1,145

399

636

323
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Fighting Fraud and Corruption Locally

The Fighting Fraud and Corruption Locally Strategy 2016–2019 (FFCL Strategy) was developed 

by local authorities and counter fraud experts and is the deinitive guide for local authority 

leaders, chief executives, inance directors and all those with governance responsibilities. 

The FFCL Strategy is available for councils to use freely 

so that everyone can beneit from shared good practice 

and is aimed at local authority leaders. It provides 

advice on how to lead and communicate counter fraud 

and corruption activity for the greatest impact, as well 

as covering resource management and investment in 

counter fraud operations. 

The FFCL Board put forward speciic questions to be 

included in the CFaCT survey to help measure the 

effectiveness of the initiatives in the FFCL Strategy and 

the responses are relected in the diagrams below. The 

more conident respondents are about how fraud is dealt 

with in their organisation, the higher they marked the 

statement; the lower scores are towards the centre of 

the diagram.

Counter fraud controls by country

(a) New policies

and initiatives

(h) Staff

(g) Training

(f) Sanctions

(e) Counter fraud activity

(d) Counter fraud plan

(b) Continual review

(c) Fraud recording 

and reporting

England Scotland Wales & NI

Over the past four years the same three issues have 

arisen when we have asked the question: what are the 

three most significant issues that need to be addressed 

to effectively tackle the risk of fraud and corruption at 

your organisation? These are: 

 � capacity 

 � effective fraud risk management  

 � better data sharing. 

The FFCL’s 34 point checklist covers each one of these 

areas and provides a comprehensive framework that can 

be used to address them. It can be downloaded from the 

CIPFA website.

The FFCL Strategy recommends that:

There is an annual fraud plan which is agreed by 

committee and reflects resources mapped to risks and 

arrangements for reporting outcomes. This plan covers 

all areas of the local authority’s business and includes 

activities undertaken by contractors and third parties or 

voluntary sector activities.

By producing a plan and resources that is agreed by the 

leadership team, management are able to see gaps in 

capacity and identify areas of risk which enables them to 

make effective strategic decisions. 

Last year, 10% of respondents did not know when their 

counter fraud and corruption plan was last approved, 

and this year this has dropped slightly to 9%. Of those 

who responded to the survey, 56% agreed their counter 

fraud and corruption plan was approved within the last 

12 months, and 21% stated that their plan would be 

approved post 2017/18. 

When did you last have your counter fraud and 

corruption plan approved?

2017/18 

49% (56%)

2016/17

12% (14%)

Never

3% (3%)

Post 2017/18

23% (26%)

Earlier

6% (7%)

2015/16

7% (8%)

https://www.cipfa.org/services/counter-fraud-centre/fighting-fraud-and-corruption-locally
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CIPFA Recommends

 � Public sector organisations need to remain 

vigilant and determined in identifying and 

preventing fraud in their procurement processes. 

Our survey showed this to be one of the prime risk 

areas and practitioners believe this fraud to be 

widely underreported.

 � Effective practices on detecting and preventing adult 

social care fraud should be shared and adopted 

across the sector. Data matching is being used by 

some authorities with positive results.

 � All organisations should ensure that they have a 

strong counter-fraud leadership at the heart of the 

senior decision-making teams. Fraud teams and 

practitioners should be supported in presenting 

business cases to resource their work effectively.

 � Public sector organisations should continue to 

maximise opportunities to share data and to explore 

innovative use of data, including sharing with 

law enforcement.

 � The importance of the work of the fraud team 

should be built into both internal and external 

communication plans. Councils can improve their 

budget position and reputations by having a zero-

tolerance approach.
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Appendix 1: Fraud types and estimated value/volume

The table below shows the types of frauds reported in the survey and the estimated volume and 

value during 2017/18. 

 

Types of fraud

 

Fraud cases

% o f  t h e  

 t o t a l

 

V a l u e

% o f  t h e  

t o t a l  v a l u e

 

A v e r a g e

Council tax 57,894 70.0% £26.3m 8.72% £455

Disabled parking concession 14,714 17.8% £7.3m 2.43% £499

Housing 4,722 5.7% £215.7m 71.43% £45,677

Business rates 1,373 1.7% £10.4m 3.45% £7,580

Other fraud 1,165 1.4% £10.9m 3.61% £9,355

Adult social care 737 0.9% £6.7m 2.23% £9,124

No recourse to public funds 378 0.5% £4.3m 1.43% £11,445

Schools frauds (excl. transport) 285 0.3% £0.7m 0.24% £2,537

Insurance claims 281 0.3% £3.5m 1.15% £12,317

Mandate fraud 257 0.3% £6.6m 2.18% £25,618

Payroll 167 0.2% £1.0m 0.33% £6,030

Pensions 164 0.2% £0.6m 0.19% £3,492

Procurement 142 0.2% £5.2m 1.71% £36,422

Welfare assistance 109 0.1% £0.0m 0.01% £337

Debt 91 0.1% £0.4m 0.12% £3,948

Children social care 59 0.1% £0.9m 0.31% £15,800

Economic and voluntary  

sector support
57 0.1% £0.8m 0.26% £13,467

Recruitment 52 0.1% £0.5m 0.16% £9,510

Expenses 34 0.0% £0.2m 0.01% £867

School transport 30 0.0% £0.1m 0.04% £3,857

Manipulation of data 23 0.0% N/A N/A N/A

Investments 2 0.0% £0.0m – –
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Appendix 2: Methodology

This year’s results are based on responses from 144 local authorities. An estimated total volume 

and value of fraud has been calculated for all local authorities in England, Wales, Scotland and 

Northern Ireland. Missing values are calculated according to the size of the authority. For each 

type of fraud, an appropriate universal measure of size has been selected such as local authority 

housing stock for housing frauds. 

From the responses, the number of cases per each unit 

of the measure is calculated and used to estimate the 

missing values. Then, for each missing authority, the 

estimated number of cases is multiplied by the average 

value per case provided by respondents to give an 

estimated total value. As an illustration, if the number of 

housing frauds per house is 0.01 and a missing authority 

has 1,000 houses in its housing stock, we estimate the 

number of frauds as 10. If the average value per case is 

£100,000 then the total estimated value of fraud for that 

authority is £1m.
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Appendix 3: Glossary

Adult social care fraud

Adult social care fraud can happen in a number of ways 

but the increase in personal budgets gives a greater 

opportunity for misuse. 

Investigations cover cases where:

 � direct payments were not being used to pay for the 

care of the vulnerable adult

 � care workers were claiming money for time they 

had not worked or were spending the allocated 

budget inappropriately.

Blue Badge fraud

The Blue Badge is a Europe-wide scheme allowing 

holders of the permit to parking concessions which 

are locally administered and are issued to those 

with disabilities in order that they can park nearer to 

their destination. 

Blue Badge fraud covers abuse of the scheme, including 

the use of someone else’s Blue Badge, or continuing to 

use or apply for a Blue Badge after a person’s death.

Business rates fraud

Business rates fraud is not a transparent landscape 

for the fraud investigator, with legislation making it 

dificult to separate between evasion and avoidance. 

Business rates fraud covers any fraud associated with 

the evasion of paying business rates including, but not 

limited to, falsely claiming relief and exemptions where 

not entitled.

Cautions

Cautions relate to a verbal warning given in 

circumstances where there is enough evidence to 

prosecute, but it is felt that it is not in the public interest 

to do so in that instance.

Council tax fraud

Council tax is the tax levied on domestic properties and 

collected by district and unitary authorities in England 

and Wales and levying authorities in Scotland. 

Council tax fraud is split into three sections.  

 � council tax single person discount (SPD) – where 

a person claims to live in a single-person household 

when more than one person lives there

 � council tax reduction (CTR) support – where 

the council tax payer claims incorrectly against 

household income 

 � other types of council tax fraud – eg claims for 

exemptions or discounts to which the council tax 

payer has no entitlement.

Debt fraud

Debt fraud includes fraudulently avoiding a payment of 

debt to an organisation, excluding council tax discount.

Disciplinary outcomes

Disciplinary outcomes relate to the number of instances 

where as a result of an investigation by a fraud team, 

disciplinary action is undertaken, or where a subject 

resigns during the disciplinary process.

Economic and voluntary sector (grant fraud)

This type of fraud relates to the false application or 

payment of grants or inancial support to any person and 

any type of agency or organisation.

Housing fraud

Fraud within housing takes a number of forms, including 

sub-letting for proit, providing false information to gain 

a tenancy, wrongful tenancy assignment and succession, 

failing to use the property as the principle home, 

abandonment, or right to buy.
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Insurance fraud

This fraud includes any insurance claim that is proved 

to be false, made against the organisation or the 

organisation’s insurers.

Mandate fraud

Action Fraud states that: “mandate fraud is when 

someone gets you to change a direct debit, standing 

order or bank transfer mandate, by purporting to be an 

organisation you make regular payments to, for example 

a subscription or membership organisation or your 

business supplier”.

Manipulation of data fraud

The most common frauds within the manipulation of 

data relate to employees changing data in order to 

indicate better performance than actually occurred 

and staff removing data from the organisation. It also 

includes individuals using their position to change and 

manipulate data fraudulently or in assisting or providing 

access to a family member or friend.

No recourse to public funds fraud

No recourse to public funds prevents any person with 

that restriction from accessing certain public funds. A 

person who claims public funds despite such a condition 

is committing a criminal offence.  

Organised crime

The Home Ofice deines organised crime as “including 

drug traficking, human traficking and organised 

illegal immigration, high value fraud and other inancial 

crimes, counterfeiting, organised acquisitive crime and 

cyber crime”.

Procurement fraud

This includes any fraud associated with the false 

procurement of goods and services for an organisation 

by an internal or external person(s) or organisations 

in the ‘purchase to pay’ or post contract procedure, 

including contract monitoring.

 

Right to buy

Right to buy is the scheme that allows tenants that have 

lived in their properties for a qualifying period the right 

to purchase the property at a discount.

Welfare assistance

Organisations have a limited amount of money 

available for welfare assistance claims so the criteria 

for applications are becoming increasingly stringent. 

Awards are discretionary and may come as either a crisis 

payment or some form of support payment. 

Whistleblowing

Effective whistleblowing allows staff or the public 

to raise concerns about a crime, criminal offence, 

miscarriage of justice or dangers to health and safety 

in a structured and deined way. It can enable teams to 

uncover signiicant frauds that may otherwise have gone 

undiscovered. Organisations should therefore ensure that 

whistleblowing processes are reviewed regularly.
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